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High unemployment is weighing on the economy, and Federal Reserve (Fed) Chairman 

Ben Bernanke Wednesday called the high unemployment rate "a national crisis" as the 

Fed expects joblessness will be high through 2012.
1
 Nevertheless, economic activity in 

the U.S. generally continued to expand at a modest pace in the third quarter of 2011, but a 

few Federal Reserve (Fed) Districts reported mixed or weakening activity. Although five 

out of the 12 Districts reported modest or slight expansion, others termed their economic 

activity as “sluggish,” “mixed,” or “weaker overall.”
2
 

 

Contacts in several Districts noted that recent stock market volatility and increasing 

economic uncertainty were causing a downgraded or more cautious near-term outlook. 

Consumer spending increased slightly in most Districts, but retail sales (other than 

automobiles) were flat or down in several Districts. Residential real estate markets 

remained weak overall although a few Districts reported slight improvements. 

Commercial real estate and construction activity was reported as weak or little changed. 

Manufacturing activity was mixed, with slowing reported in many Districts. Labor 

market conditions remained generally stable, with some Districts reporting modest 

employment growth. Unfavorable weather conditions also continued to hinder 

agricultural production in many areas. Energy activity generally expanded, with further 

growth expected.
3
 

 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

 

Real gross domestic product (GDP) increased at an annual rate of 1.3% in the second 

quarter of 2011 over the prior quarter, according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis 

(BEA). The acceleration in GDP growth over previous estimates reflected decreased 

imports, an upturn in federal government spending, and accelerating nonresidential fixed 

investments. A downturn in inventory investment, deceleration in personal consumer 

expenditures, and decelerating exports partly offset the acceleration in GDP growth.4 

 

Percent Change From Preceding Period in Real Gross Domestic Product 
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Gross domestic product 3.8 3.9 3.8 2.5 2.3 0.4 1.3
 
 

Personal consumption  

expenditures 

0.4 2.7 2.9 2.6 3.6 2.1 0.7 

Goods 0.5 6.4 3.8 4.8 8.3 4.7 -1.6 

      Durable goods -4.8 9.9 7.8 8.8 17.2 11.7 -5.3 

      Non-durable goods 3.1 4.8 1.9 3.0 4.3 1.6 0.2 
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      Services 0.4 1.0 2.5 1.6 1.3 0.8 1.9 
          Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis.  U.S. Department of Commerce. “r” revised 

 

The continuing increases in the indexes for energy, food, shelter, apparel and other 

commodities have been putting upward pressure on inflation. The Consumer Price Index 

for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) increased 0.4% in August on a seasonally adjusted 

basis, and over the last 12 months the CPI-U has increased 3.8% on a seasonally non-

adjusted basis.
 
 Not including food and energy, the August all-items index rose 0.2% over 

July, the same increase as the month before. The increase is attributed mostly to the rising 

indexes for apparel and shelter, although most other indexes such as used vehicles, 

medical care, furnishings, recreation, tobacco and personal care also rose. An exception 

was the new vehicles index, unchanged for the second month in a row.  The 12-month 

change in the all-items index rose to 3.8% in August after remaining at 3.6 for the past 

three months.
5
 

 

The Producer Price Index for finished goods was unchanged in August, rose 0.2% in 

July, and fell 0.4% in June. “At the earlier stages of processing, prices received by 

manufacturers of intermediate goods decreased 0.5%, and the crude goods index moved 

up 0.2%,” according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).  On an unadjusted basis, 

prices for finished goods increased 6.5% for the 12 months ending August 2011–the 

smallest 12-month increase since a 5.6-percent rise in March 2011.
6
 

 

Labor and Employment 

 

The nation’s employment picture in August was essentially unchanged from the previous 

period. Employment in health care, mining, and computer systems services rose slightly, 

but information and government employment declined. Employment in other major 

industries was flat in August.
7
 The Conference Board’s Employment Trends Index (ETI) 

fell again in August, to 100.8 from July’s figure of 101.  The August figure is up 4.1% 

year-over-year, however. Gad Levanon, Associate Director, Macroeconomic Research at 

The Conference Board, says, “While the [ETI] has been on a slightly declining trend in 

recent months, the decline in the index is still not as strong as it was in the months 

leading to previous recessions. We still expect the economy to moderately add jobs in the 

next several months, but not fast enough to lower the unemployment rate.”
8
  

 

Online advertised vacancies decreased 43,500 in September to 3,947,100, according to 

The Conference Board’s Help Wanted OnLine
TM

 (HWOL) Data Series. “In the last six 

months, labor demand has experienced a drop of 500,000, cutting sharply into the gain of 

763,000 at the beginning of the year,” says June Shelp, vice president at The Conference 

Board. As a result, the average monthly gain for 2011 has slowed to 29,000. The rate and 
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timing of the slowdown has varied widely depending on the occupation, however.
9
 

 

Unemployment remains high, but it has measurably decreased since August 2010’s rate 

of 9.6%. The national unemployment rate rose slightly from 9.1% in May 2011 to 9.2% 

in June, and has remained steady at 9.1% since then, according to the BLS.
10

 

 

National Unemployment Rate 

 JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

2009 7.7 8.2 8.6 8.9 9.4 9.5 9.4 9.7 9.8 10.1 10.0 10.0 

2010 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.9 9.7 9.5 9.5 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.8 9.4 

2011 9.0 8.9 8.8 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.1 9.1     
     Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics  
 

For the week ending September 24
th

, the four-week moving average, which is considered 

a more reliable indicator because it smoothes out volatile weekly data, decreased by 

5,250 from the previous week’s revised average to 417,000. The four-week moving 

average the prior year was 454,500.
11

 

 
Consumer Confidence and Spending 

 

Income growth remains anemic, as “after-tax income is barely expected to grow, so even 

modest inflation will wipe out income growth in real terms,” writes Kelly Evans in the 

Wall Street Journal.
12

 The Commerce Dept. reported consumer spending slowed in 

August as incomes fell for the first time in nearly two years. Purchases rose 0.2% after a 

0.7% increase in July. The Fed’s preferred price gauge (excludes food and fuel costs) 

rose 0.1% in August over July, the smallest increase since March and half the rate 

expected.  Inflation was up 1.6% over the past 12 months, the same as in July.
13

 

 

The BEA reports personal income decreased 0.1% in August following a 0.1 increase in 

July.
14

 The largest component of personal income, wages and salaries, fell 0.2% in 

August, the first decrease since November 2010.
15

 Personal saving as a% of current-

dollar disposable personal income fell slightly to 4.5% in August from 4.7% in July.
16

 

 

The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index, which had fallen sharply in August, 
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remained unchanged in September. The Index is now 45.4 (1985=100), up slightly from 

45.2 in August. The Present Situation Index decreased to 32.5 from 34.3, while the 

Expectations Index increased to 54.0 from 52.4 last month. “The pessimism that 

shrouded consumers last month has spilled over into September. Consumer expectations, 

which had plummeted in August, posted a marginal gain. However, consumers expressed 

greater concern about their expected earnings, a sign that does not bode well for 

spending. In addition, consumers’ assessment of current conditions declined for the fifth 

consecutive month, a sign that the economic environment remains weak,” says Lynn 

Franco, director of The Conference Board Consumer Research Center.
17

 

 

The Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan Index for Consumer Sentiment rose in 

September from the lowest level since November 2008, to 57.8 from 55.7 in August. 

“The freefall is over,” said Jim O’Sullivan, chief economist at New York-based MF 

Global Inc. “Consumer spending looks pretty sluggish, but it’s not seeing the recession-

like weakness shown by the confidence numbers.” The group’s measure of consumer 

expectations in six months, however, fell to the lowest level since May 1980.
18

 

 

Manufacturing and Trade 

 

The Manufacturing ISM Report On Business
 
indicates the manufacturing sector grew in 

August for the 25th consecutive month. Bradley J. Holcomb, chair of the Institute for 

Supply Management™ Manufacturing Business Survey Committee, says "the PMI 

registered 50.6%, a decrease of 0.3%age point from July, indicating expansion in the 

manufacturing sector for the 25
th

 consecutive month, [but] at a slightly slower rate….The 

overall sentiment is one of concern and caution over the domestic and international 

economic environment, which is affecting customers' confidence and willingness to place 

orders, at least in the short term." Holcomb notes that the Production Index indicated 

contraction for the first time since May 2009, and while the New Orders and Backlog 

indexes were up slightly from July, the rate of increase slowed.  The rate of price 

increases also slowed, for the fourth consecutive month.
19

 

 

Ten of the 18 manufacturing industries reported growth, in the following order: Wood 

Products; Petroleum & Coal Products; Miscellaneous Manufacturing; Food, Beverage & 

Tobacco Products; Fabricated Metal Products; Paper Products; Transportation 

Equipment; Chemical Products; Computer & Electronic Products; and Machinery. The 

six industries reporting contraction in August are: Plastics & Rubber Products; Textile 

Mills; Nonmetallic Mineral Products; Electrical Equipment, Appliances & Components; 

Apparel, Leather & Allied Products; and Primary Metals.
20

 

 

Manufacturing contacts in many parts of the U.S. report declining activity, with some 
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noting slowing demand from European customers. While a few regions reported 

expansion, optimism is waning in most locations.
21

 The BLS reports productivity in the 

manufacturing sector decreased also.  In the second quarter of 2011, manufacturing sector 

productivity decreased 1.5%; over the past four quarters productivity rose 2.4%.  Unit 

labor costs fell 4.6% in the second quarter, and 0.4% over the last four quarters.
22

 

 

The National Retail Federation (NRF) reports August retail sales (excluding autos, gas 

stations and restaurants) gained 6.0% (unadjusted) year over year, but just 0.1% 

(seasonally adjusted) over July levels, suggesting consumer “spending fatigue.” 

According to NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay, “Having carried the brunt of the 

economic recovery so far, consumers may be waiting for good news in terms of 

employment and market stability, cautiously spending on things they need and thinking 

twice about things they want.” The U.S. Commerce Department’s August data show 

retail sales (including autos, gas stations and restaurants) increased 0.1% (seasonally 

adjusted) over July, and a “solid” 9.0% (unadjusted) over August 2010.
23

 

 

The NRF reports import cargo volume at the nation’s major retail container ports 

decreased 4.0% year-over-year in July; July was the second consecutive month to show a 

year-over-year decline.  August volumes are estimated to be flat compared to 2010 levels. 

With holiday season consumer spending expected to begin shortly, however, retailers are 

increasing their inventories, resulting in increased cargo volumes expected for September 

through December. September’s volume of imports, as measured by Twenty-foot 

Equivalent Units (TEUs), is forecast to increase 11.8% year-over-year; October is 

forecast up 9.5%, November up 8%, and December up 4.5%. Total imports for 2011 are 

forecast to reach 15.4 million TEUs, up 4.3% from 2010.
24

 

 

Residential and Commercial Construction 

 

The U.S. Commerce Department reports sales of newly built, single-family homes fell 

2.3% in August to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 295,000 units. The decline is from 

an upwardly revised 302,000-unit rate in July. Although builders continued to refrain 

from adding to the inventory of new homes, which is at a 49-year low, the slower pace of 

sales resulted in a slight increase to the months’ supply of new homes, now at 6.6.
25

  

 

Housing starts fell 5.0% in August to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 571,000 units, 

driven down primarily by the volatile multifamily market, according to the National 

Association of Home Builders. Single-family housing production declined just 1.4%. 

Building permits, which can be an indicator of future building activity, showed gains in 

both markets, however. Total permit issuance rose 3.2% in August to its highest level 
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since December 2010; single-family permits gained 2.5%, while multifamily permits 

gained 4.5%.
26

 Existing home sales in August rose 7.7% from July – more than 

anticipated - to an annualized 5.03 million unit pace, the highest in five months.
27

   

 

July data released by the Standard & Poor’s/Case-Shiller Home Price Indices indicate a 

fourth consecutive month of increases in prices for its 10- and 20-city composites, with 

0.9% gains in both. Both indices remain lower than the prior year, however, down 3.7% 

and 4.1% respectively. “With July’s data we are seeing not only anticipated monthly 

increases, but some fairly broad improvement in the annual rates of change in home 

prices,” says David M. Blitzer, Chairman of the Index Committee at S&P Indices. Blitzer 

continues, however, “While we have now seen four consecutive months of generally 

increasing prices, we do know that we are still far from a sustained recovery… Continued 

increases in home prices through the end of the year and better annual results must 

materialize before we can confirm a housing market recovery.”
 28

 
 

Nonresidential building construction spending rose 2.0% in the first half of 2011, with 

“for lease” private projects up for five months in a row. Spending for institutional 

projects has fallen below the January level, however. Jim Haughey, Chief Economist for 

Reed Construction Data, expects spending totals will stall in the second half of the year, 

then resume growing, but at a slower pace than previously forecast. According to 

Haughey, “The economic outlook will dampen the nonresidential recovery but will not 

halt it.” All in all, Haughey forecasts nonresidential construction spending in 2011 will 

decline slightly more than previously forecast, 8.3%, and then will rise 3.3% in 2012 

(previously forecast at 8.9%) and 9.5% in 2013 (previously 13.3%).
29

 

 

Financial Markets and Interest Rates 

 

During its August 2011 meeting, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) decided 

to maintain the target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to .25%. The committee 

“currently anticipates that economic conditions--including low rates of resource 

utilization and a subdued outlook for inflation over the medium run--are likely to warrant 

exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at least through mid-2013.”
30

 

 

Bernanke told an audience in late September 2011 that he is equipped to embark on 

alternative policy measures if the weak U.S. economy worsens too much. "If inflation 

itself falls too low or inflation expectations fall too low, that would be something we'd 

have to respond to because we don't want deflation," he said.
31

 

 

The table below represents forecasted interest rates published by Mesirow Financial, 
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Kiplinger, and RBC Economics Research.
32
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34

 

 

Quarter End Interest Rates 

 2011  2012 

Federal Funds Target Rate 0.13 0.13 

3 Month Treasury Bill 0.05 0.10 

10 Year Treasury Bond Yield 2.40 3.50 

30 Year Bond 3.90 4.90 

Prime Rate 3.25 3.25 

Corporate Bond AAA 4.63 4.06 
          Sources: Mesirow Financial, Kiplinger, and RBC Economics Research. 

 

 

Citing ongoing uncertainty regarding housing, jobs, and consumer sentiment, and an 

increasingly “contentious” political climate, Value Line analysts report, “Investors are 

torn, and the frenetic swings in the equity market underscore this uncertainty.” Three out 

of four major stock market indexes continue to improve, however, as indicated in the 

table below.
35

 

 

Closing Stock Market Averages 

 Closing Averages 

9/21/2011 

% Change 12 Months 

Standard & Poor’s 500 1166.76 +2.4% 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 11124.84 +3.4% 

NASDAQ Composite 2538.19 +8.0% 

New York Stock Exchange Composite 6981.33 -3.7% 
Source:  Value Line Investment Survey  

 

Outlook 

 

The FOMC “continues to expect some pickup in the pace of recovery over coming 

quarters,” but the unemployment rate will decrease “only gradually” toward healthier 

levels. Continuing weaknesses in the labor market, household spending, nonresidential 

building investment and housing markets are dampening the recovery process. In 

addition, other risks exist for the process, including strains in global financial markets. 

Inflation appears to have moderated, however, and expectations for inflation over the 

longer term remain stable.
36

 

 

The 37 forecasters surveyed by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia are again more 

pessimistic for positive growth in the U.S. economy than they were three months ago.  
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The panel expects real GDP to increase at an annual rate of 2.2% in the third quarter of 

2011, down from the previous estimate of 3.4%.  The forecasters also predict slower 

annual growth for three of the next four years: 1.7% in 2011, 2.6% in 2012, 2.9% in 

2013, and 3.1% in 2014. The unemployment forecast is gloomier also, with higher 

unemployment over the next several years and slower jobs growth. Unemployment is 

projected to rise to an annual average of 9.0% in 2011, followed by decreases to 8.6% in 

2012 and 8.1% in 2013, as indicated in the table below.
37

 
 

Projections for Major Economic Indicators  

 REAL GDP (%) UNEMPLOYMENT 

RATE (%) 

PAYROLLS 

(000s/MONTH) 

  Previous New Previous New Previous New 

Quarterly data (annualized): 

2011:Q3 3.4 2.2 8.7 9.1 194.5 105.3 

2011:Q4 3.5 2.6 8.5 9.0 173.9 148.7 

2012:Q1 2.9 2.2 8.4 8.8 219.4 180.3 

2012:Q2 2.5 2.9 8.2 8.7 182.0 138.0 

2012:Q3 N/A 3.2 N/A 8.6 N/A 187.0 

Annual average data: 

2011 2.7 1.7 8.7 9.0 130.4 111.5 

2012 3.0 2.6 8.1 8.6 194.8 150.1 

2013 2.8 2.9 7.5 8.1 N/A N/A 

2014 3.3 3.1 7.0 7.6 N/A N/A 
      Source: Third Quarter 2011 Survey of Professional Forecasters 

 
Most economists appear to agree that the U.S. economy is increasingly at risk for another 

recession, as the barely perceptible improvement expected in the second half of the year 

faces numerous “substantial headwinds.” Plunging consumer confidence and hiring, the 

rancorous debt ceiling debate, S&P’s credit rating downgrade, and the ongoing debt crisis 

in Europe have resulted in Mesirow Financial’s chief economist, Diane Swonk, 

forecasting a “growth recession,” where real GDP remains well below the 2.0% threshold 

for the rest of 2011 and increases very slowly in 2012.  Hiring is expected to remain weak 

through the rest of 2011 and the unemployment rate is forecast to increase; the Fed has 

pledged to do more to help shore up the economy.
38
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